Rapid and Large-Scale Production of Multi-Fluorescence Carbon Dots via Magnetic Hyperthermia Method.
The intrinsic low yield of carbon dots (CDs) sustains a big barrier which greatly limits their practical applications. Herein, a magnetic hyperthermia (MHT) method is introduced for the first time to rapidly and facilely synthesize fluorescent CDs on a large scale (up to 85 g) within one hour (yield of ca. 60%). The reaction process is intensified by MHT since the efficient heating system greatly enhances the energy transfer. CDs with blue, green and yellow colors of luminescence are synthesized by using carbamide and citrate with three different cations (Zn2+, Na+, K+), respectively. Comparing with conventional solvothermal strategies, the production efficiency increases by ca. 160 times due to solid-phase reaction process. The resulting CDs exhibit bright fluorescence under UV light with the quantum yield (QY) of ca. 50%, and show excellent monodispersity and solubility in water. We speculate that the alternation of photoluminescence (PL) emissions of these CDs is due to the difference in particle sizes and surface state. Also, a bar coating technique is employed to facilely construct large-area emissive polymer/CDs films (about 50 × 40 cm), possessing uniform morphologies and robust colors. Moreover, the as-prepared CDs are utilized as nanofillers for enhancing mechanical performance of the electrospinning-derived polycaprolactone (PCL) nanofibrous scaffold, benefiting from their intricate functional groups. CDs can insert themselves into the polymer chains by hydrogen bonding and electrostatic interactions. Besides, we demonstrate that wound healing can be enhanced by the Zn-CDs/PCL nanofibrous scaffold through in vivo study. This work provides a rapid and effective MHT method for the large-scale production of fluorescent CDs and gives new insight into the construction of high-performance optical and biomedical materials.